
WARWICKSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL 
 

ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION ACT 1984 
 

The Warwickshire County Council (Borough of Rugby) (Civil Enforcement Area) (Waiting 
Restrictions, On Street Parking Places and Residents Parking) (Consolidation) (Variation K) 

Order 2023 
 
1. BACKGROUND 
 
1.1 A request has been received from Warwickshire County Council’s Design Engineering section 

to apply a No Stopping restriction and Double Yellow Lines (DYL) to the B4065 Main Road 
and B4029 junction at the new Ansty Hall traffic signal junction, Ansty.  This request has been 
considered and this has resulted in the proposals below. 
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2. STATEMENT OF REASONS 

The B4065/B4029 Ansty Hall is an existing junction which is being improved, by way of 

introducing a new traffic light system, realigning the lanes to improve traffic flows. As part of 

those improvements, it is proposed to introduce lengths of DYL on all approaches to the traffic 

signals which will keep the junction clear of parked vehicles and allow the traffic lights to function 

efficiently. 

Maintenance vehicles attend this junction to service the signal heads and control unit.  To that 

end a layby has been installed to allow such vehicles to safely park off the main running 

carriageway.  However, to prevent general parking or waiting, within the layby, a No Stopping 

restriction is to be applied to this area only.  

The combination of the elements within the improvement should have the effect of allowing 

uninterrupted traffic flow through the junction, assist vehicles turning in/out of the new junction.  

This is further enhanced by creating a layby to allow maintenance vehicles to park off the 

running lanes.  

This improvement is intended to preserve junction visibility and reduce the number of vehicle 

conflicts thereby bringing a major road safety improvement to the junction. 

3. Schedule of Restrictions 

The details shown on Plan Ref. PTRO23 001 01.  

SCHEDULE 1 

B4065 Main Road, Ansty (Layby) 

From the centre of the running carriageway that is the B4029 where it joins the B4065, to a 

point 17.25 metres southwest, then in a south westerly direction for a further 16m.   

SCHEDULE 2 

B4065 Main Road and B4065, Ansty (DYL to both sides of the road) 

(i) From the centre of the running carriageway that is the B4029 where is joins the B4065, 

to a point 85m south west of that point. (Excepting a 16m length [layby] from a point 

17.25m south west of the B4029 carriageway centre.) 

(ii) From the centre of the running carriageway that is the B4029 where is joins the B4065, 

to a point 155m north north east of that point. 

(iii) The B4029, from the Back of Highway (BoH) on the south east side of the B4065, in a 

south easterly direction for a distance of 88m. 

 



4. Existing Orders to be varied 
 

The Warwickshire County Council ((Borough of Rugby) (Civil Enforcement Area) (Waiting 
Restrictions, On Street Parking Places and Residents Parking) (Consolidation) Order 2017
       


